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Native: should I use different code for iOS and Android? I have a React-Native project that I am working on and I was wondering if I should split it up into a different XCode project, for example the android app and iOS app? Since I have already

built the backend app and controllers for my React-Native app, it would be great to have them all together in a single XCode project and have React-Native automatically generate the necessary code. I know that this is probably not how you normally
would do it, since I am supposed to actually code each app from scratch, however, I am wondering if there is anything wrong or bad practice that I should consider when splitting it into different projects. Thanks A: There is no problem in keeping

multiple projects and still having React-Native codes in one. You just need to keep react-native cross platform project as separate project and link the native side project as required. Hope this helps. Edward Egan House The Edward Egan House is a
historic house at 112 Lisbon Street in Quincy, Massachusetts. The 1-1/2 story wood frame house was built in 1900 for Edward Egan, owner of a local shoe store. The Egan family lived in the house until 1931, but the house was sold to his employee,
Albert D. Keefe, who lived here until his death in 1973. The Egan family were descendants of Mayflower passengers. It was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1990. Description and history The Edward Egan House is located in the

village center of Quincy, on the east side of Lisbon Street, a short way south of the edge of the Egan Green. It is a 1-1/2 story wooden structure, with a gabled roof and clapboarded exterior. The main facade is three bays wide, with sash windows set in
rectangular openings. A two-story bay window stands at the left end. The entrance is at the right
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